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Art School Looked Like a Lot of Fun In the ʼ90s
A homage to a predigital era has popped up, as a crowdsourced art project that lives, paradoxically, on Instagram.

By Alex Williams

Feb. 3, 2022

To Matthew Atkatz, the college snapshots he kept in shoe boxes in his closet for years raised a koan-like question: “If they are
sitting in a box,” Mr. Atkatz, 46, said, “do they have any meaning?”

They do, it seems, when displayed alongside hundreds of forgotten snapshots collected from other art students from the grunge
years on an Instagram feed called 90s Art School.

Since last April, Mr. Atkatz, who graduated from the Rhode Island School of Design in 1997, has collected thousands of old
snapshots and Polaroids from schoolmates of that era and given those predigital artifacts new life in the digital era.

What started as a visual class reunion of sorts for Mr. Atkatz and a few friends has evolved into an art project exploring the ways in
which young artists chronicled their lives and aspirations through photography in an era before social media. The pictures have an
unselfconscious quality.

With aesthetically attuned art students as the focus, the feed is a tableau of Generation X fashion signifiers: flannel shirts, black
eyeliner, bleach-blond hair, cropped tops and baggy jeans. “There were goths and hippies and kids that were into ska or straight
edge,” said Mr. Atkatz, who now runs an advertising agency in Miami with his wife, Liz Marks. “When we went to a show we
watched the band, rather than a screen,” he said. “There were more delineated tribes in the ’90s. In some ways, I feel like social
media has homogenized culture.”

The paradox, of course, is that this visual rumination on the pre-Instagram age is only possible because of Instagram. “It was like
we expended a decade’s worth of energy on images that no one has seen,” Mr. Atkatz said. “I was interested in trying to create joy
using that latent energy.”

While the feed includes only submissions from former RISD students, so far, Mr. Atkatz plans to open it up to ’90s students from
other art schools, with plans for a gallery show and a book as well.

Anna Schachte and Jesse Goffin indulge in some ’90s technology. Mel Ottenberg
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Even for those who did not attend RISD during those years, however, the feed has anthropological value.

“Folks that are young that are in art school have been reaching out to me and saying, ‘Oh wow, thanks for sharing this — it’s cool to
see what art school was like back then,’” Mr. Atkatz said. “I think young creatives enjoy it, just because the ’90s were a fun moment
in history. It was a simpler time.”

The ’90s may have been a simpler time technologically, a fact underscored by the cathode ray tube television sets and first-
generation Apple Macintosh computers that populate the photos. But those years were hardly a more innocent time, if all the shots
of students swilling beers and puffing on cigarettes are any evidence — not to mention crowd surfing at club shows and wrestling
half-nude at underground warehouse parties.

In weeding through thousands of submissions, Mr. Atkatz made a point of emphasizing low-fi casual shots.

“Instead of images of the art, or creating stuff in studios, I’ve focused on the parties, the nightlife and the behind-the-scenes shots
of what life was like back then,” he said. “They feel much more candid than the way people treat social media today.”

In that spirit, Mr. Atkatz has denied requests to tag people in the photos on 90s Art School. He includes first names only, in captions,
and even leaves out locations, “which,” he said, “lets the photos just be about the photos, rather than becoming a promotional
platform.”

Markus Reyes and Rebecca Greenfield strike a pre-Instagram pose. Rebecca Greenfield
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This is not to say art students of the ’90s were naïve to the concept of self-marketing. “Young people today are trained to think of
themselves as a brand, because of social media,” Mr. Atkatz said. “Warhol was probably the originator of that, and we were all
influenced by him back in the ’90s. But I don’t know if the pictures were such a critical piece of that.”

Even so, RISD students were grounded in the visual arts, and trained to develop an eye for subject matter, color and composition,
which carried over into their personal photography, said Whitney Bedford, 45, a painter in Los Angeles who graduated in 1998 who
has submitted to the feed. “It was an art school, so more than our cohorts at Brown, we were the ones with the cameras,” she said.
“But there wasn’t the self-awareness of today. It was about capturing the rhythm of life, not the pose.”

The pose, in fact, was a lot harder to capture back then, before smartphones, with their filters, cropping features and lighting
effects, allowed people to take a dozen shots of a single moment before fine-tuning a single keeper for public display.

Because film and processing was expensive, students often broke out a cheap point-and-shoot or disposable camera only on special
occasions, like parties, when thoughts of formal composition tended to get lost in a haze of Parliament Lights smoke.  

“And don’t forget,” Mr. Atkatz said, “you didn’t even know what the damned picture was going to look like for like two weeks. You
would snap 24 pictures and then you hope some of them were good. And then you’d get it back and there would be one or two good
photos, and a bunch of junk.”

This explains why so many of the shots on the feed are either underexposed, overexposed or framed as if the photographer were
blindfolded. But that is the spirit of the enterprise, as well as the era. “That detritus,” Mr. Atkatz said, “is the good stuff.”  

A version of this article appears in print on , Section D, Page 2 of the New York edition with the headline: Oh, Art School Days

Mel Ottenberg and Sarah Grady. Mel Ottenberg

Harry Kim and Matthew Atkatz. Matthew Atkatz
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WHITNEY BEDFORD: THE SINISTER SUBLIME 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

There are the trees, dark forms rising imperiously, and that's ok though, right?, a trick of the light, ombre over eyes, the 
natural failures of rods and cones—except they are so fucking black, atrous, really, black as coal, carbon, the remnants of 
fire, a sharp melange of serrations, selachian arcs, brachial bunches of alveoli, histological stains of striated muscle, pied 
abrasions, a forest seared into a wall, ashen memory, holocaustic photograph of a nuclear flash-lamp—and there is the sky, 
brilliant orange, tooorange, unnaturally orange, not the color of monarch butterflies or poison dart frogs or innumerable other 
toxic lifeforms, not the color of citrus or lantanas or marigolds—dreadfully close to poppies, however—but safety orange, 
menacing safety orange, the kind commercial fishermen wear to be plucked from the black maw of the sea or hunter's place 
like a cuirass to protect against the accidental rending of human flesh, orange like the apocalypse, like literal and burning 
heat death, like the first and last glow of an existential risk, Nacarat Extinction, and it is apparent that East of Eden lies a 
place alien, fearful, sublime, hot and vibrating like catgut, verdant shoots even now erupting from the carbon and man-
overboard-orange, and in the curve of the trees against the sky there is something pareidolic, a ghost in the nature, the 
SunSetter brow of an emaciated gorilla, perhaps, or, chest towards us, stereoscopic eyes thankfully looking away in 
majestic profile, the lean form of an ancient, savage, leopard, soft-gummed and eyeteeth innervate with pain, the kind which 
drags us, supposed Apex Animals, Fauna-cum-Gods, screaming into the impenetrable Cimmerian night, Jim Corbett save 
us!, sacred heart and sacred gun, the snuffing out of the flashes in the pan that turned the trees to cinder and the sky to 
fear. –  B. David Zarley, Chicago Contributor 
 
Consider the landscape: Superannuated, fustian, most classic of subjects with most classic of goals—mimesis! make your 
painting look like what it's meant to look like, for fuck's sake!—and an august form in its sick-dog days, camera lenses 
pushed into the back of its thinning skull, each snap of a photograph a coffin latch, each coquettish click of a shutter a 
winking at the end, each landscape photo a misericorde, each exhibition and magazine spread a misericordia, euthanasia 
except so many landscape paintings already appear to be fucking dead; sure, the interplay of light, the technical proficiency, 
the Centuries of Canon, the very noble and correct and traditional reasons for the landscape's existence still hold sway, but 
doesn't anyone stop to notice that the painted snapshots—oof, sorry—of nature appear staid, as if Paradise is truly salted 
Carthage? 
 

6 June 2016 
by B. David Zarley 
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Whitney Bedford's (NAP #121) landscapes in East of Eden, her solo showing at Carrie Secrist Gallery (open through June 
25th), in turn teem with … if not natural life, per se, then energy. Her brilliant palettes—the aforementioned carbon and 
hunter orange, clinquant silvers and golds, sharkskin grey, bone ecru, Crayola peach flesh, Miami pink—hum, imbuing the 
fever-dream landscapes with an alien urgency, making her desert vistas paradoxically both impossible to believe and, in 
their vibrancy, arrestment, beauty, and horror, more ekphrastic of nature's dizzying ipseity than any number of mimesis 
infected depictions could ever hope to be. There is, in the ad hoc placement of her meticulously rendered plants, something 
of the Divine, copses standing like sentinels or obelisks of a world purposefully pushed aside. 
Bedford, based in LA, would know what from curated nature; Los Angeles is a place, after all, where the titular river is 
famously un-fluid, and most anything verdant is, in essence, fake, the Left Coast having a particularly sinister relationship 
with the natural world. The desert is all that is real, and it is from this hot cradle Bedford plucks her fauna. But while LA 
itself—and Phoenix (golf courses!? yards!?) and Vegas and other Dry Metropolises—is essentially among the world's most 
impressive and extensive sets masquerading as life, Bedford's blatantly staged and artificially colored sets seem more 
animate than, say, TPC Scottsdale, more sublime. 
 
Said sublimity is at the core of East of Eden; inspired by Edmund Burke's A Philosophical Inquiry into the Origin of Our 
Ideas of the Sublime and Beautiful, Bedford's landscapes mean to plumb the violin-string tensions between the calm and 
sturdy pulchritude of nature and its sublime, awesome, horrifying power. Even the exhibition’s most traditionally rendered 
paintings, namely the small-scale suite of The Stage, The Desert Dance Floor,and Summer Spring Winter contain, in their 
rapid brush-strokes versus intricate lines and washed out dovetailing of sky and soil, a kind of dried-out delirium tremor 
reminiscent of what both Georgia O'Keefe and Ralph Steadman found out there. 
 
In her large scale paintings, which steal breath like a vacuum, then tension between the beautiful and sublime is thick 
enough for an oxygen lance. Bedford paints nature on a full spectrum worthy of the eyes of the earth's ultimate predators: In 
the gold ink paint-pen lines of the flora are intricate detail and great technical skill, the most mimetic aspects of the work 
capturing the essence of nature-as-beauty, complex and eternal, immaculate design; in the slashes of rough paint shooting 
up in the foreground, she speaks to nature-as-force, violent and playful, sharp and soft, chaotic, i.e., sublime; and in the 
harsh, flat backgrounds—even flatter and crueler than the brutal oppression of the desert sun—and composition, in the 
unnatural palette, she captures nature-as-finite, all we have ever known as doomed. Tomorrowland most powerfully evokes 
this most sublime and most singular vision of nature; its metallic grove, on a field of nuclear winter off-white, disappears into 
line, stabs back into existence, shimmers like a Fata Morgana with the viewer's position; the painting, along with the Nacarat 
Extinction of The I do – I will, are the most powerful on display, tapping the dark, atavistic nerve which shivers in darkened 
skies, opaque seas, and open plains. 
 
Bedford's final great trick is to terraform Carrie Secrist Gallery itself, painting the dominant wall of the show a green which 
makes the most obvious artifice the most naturally colored surface in the show; it is a minimalist landscape of the most 
extreme form, on which her alien visions of our world can sit like jewels, the terrible, beautiful remnants of the estate sale of 
the sinister, sublime environment.   
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Whitney Bedford

Arcadia
18 nov. 2008 - 10 janv. 2009

Paris. Galerie Art: Concept

L'Arcadie, région de la Grèce au cœur du Péloponnèse au bord de la

mer Egée, historiée de monts marbrés et schisteux, tire son nom

d’Arcas, patronyme proche de celui d’arktos voulant dire « ours » en

grec ancien...

  

Arcas, fils de Zeus et de Callisto, fut changé à sa mort en

constellation — celle dite de la Petite Ourse. Le dieu des bergers,

Pan, serait également originaire de cette région. L'Arcadie (1590),

essai pétrarquiste d’analyse des sentiments dû à sir Philip Sidney,

brode autour des personnages mythologiques. Bernardin de Saint-

Pierre, à la suite de Cervantès, associe l’Arcadie (1781) au paradis

terrestre. Les peintres n’ont cessé de traiter du thème, de Greuze à

Fernand Léger.

 

L’Eden — âge d’or, temps fort, des copains, de l’aventure ou de

l’innocence — n’est pas seulement prétexte à exploration picturale,

il donne matière à réflexion et cette réflexion porte plus qu’à son

tour sur la matière du tableau. La peinture n’est-elle pas un rêve

révolu ? Beaucoup de bruit pour rien ? Que de temps perdu pour peu

de gain ? La peintre ou la peintresse ignore, ou feint d’ignorer, ces

questions, évite l’aporie, cela vaut peut-être mieux ! surmonte

l’inhibition qui tue le projet dans l’œuf.

Whitney Bedford, pour être plus précis, ne se situe pas, n’a jamais

fait dans le premier degré de l’artiste face à son motif. Elle

trimballe dans son chevalet des munitions conceptuelles, de quoi

donner le change, le cas échéant, en se référant à l’histoire de l’art

ou à la sienne propre.

 

Elle fait dans la peinture de genre : des paysages, des marines, des

cieux étoilés de volatiles succincts, suggérés, hachurés, sur fond

rouge, par exemple, d’autres fois ultra violet, placés plus haut qu’à

l’habitude comme pour faire un clin d’œil au regard même de

l’observateur. Romantique expressive, elle lisse, vernit, astique et

cire ses toiles composées de grandes plages monochromes hérissées

de traces de brosse à reluire.

 

Lorsque Whitney Bedford le décide, elle dessine. Lorsqu’elle

dessine, elle peint encore. En noir et blanc. Des thèmes du bon

vieux temps de l’éternel retour. Des faits divers et pas si variés que

cela. Elle donne volontiers dans le sous-genre des naufrages

géricaldiens et des radeaux de rescapés médusés inspirés par des

clichés trouvés dans de vieux journaux, recadrées et démesurément

agrandies.

Des gravures d’Epinal nous présentent des noyés et des victimes

d’hydrocution croqués dans le style des xylographies dürériennes

revues et corrigées par le pop’art. Whitney Bedford fait du Hogarth,

pas du William, plutôt du Burne.

 

Démocrate, comme tout un chacun, Whitney Bedford a mis en

exergue à son exposition la première page du NY Times avec une

photo du nouveau couple présidentiel, celui qui cassa la baraque

dans l’Alabama comme dans l’Illinois, quelques jours avant le

vernissage de la galerie Art : Concept.

 

Les peintures pures alternent avec des dessins rétro, comme ce

portrait de moustachu 1900, au look vaguement proustien. Les

traces de pinceau sont des coquetteries assumées par l’artiste. La

mythologie du Nouveau monde se juxtapose à celle de la Grèce

antique. Une jeune femme, nommée non pas Désir mais Léda,

rapproche une bestiole informe de sa bouche. Est-ce du pâté

d’alouette ou du foie gras d’oie ou un tout autre cygne ?

 

Œuvre(s)

Whitney Bedford

— Arcadia, 2008. Encre et huile sur bois. 101,5 x 132 cm.

— Blue Birds, 2008. Encre et huile sur bois. 38 x 46 cm.

— Untitled (Landia), 2008. Techniques mixtes sur bois. 46 x 56 cm.

— Untitled (Yellow Storm),  2008. Encre et huile sur bois. 56 x 66

cm.
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